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We present a linear time algorithm to find the minimum off(x)=xtQx+cx with xe {0, 1} n, 
when the graph defined by Q is series-parallel. 
1. Introduction 
A pseudo-boolean quadratic function f :  {0, I}"~R is defined as 
f (x)  = xtQx + cx, 
where Q is a symmetric matrix with null elements in the diagonal. We do not loose 
generality with this last assumption because x2 = xi for 1 _< i_< n. 
Finding the minimum of f  is an NP-hard problem [6], it contains as special case 
the maximum stable set problem. 
This problem is polynomially solvable when all the elements of Q are non-positive 
[10]. For the general case, a branch-and-bound algorithm has been proposed in [3], 
and polynomial algorithms for computing lower bounds of f have been given in [8]. 
We define the graph G(Q)= (V,E), associated to Q= [q/j] as follows: 
V= {1,2,...,n}, 
i j eE  ¢~ q/j¢O. 
We shall prove that if G(Q) is series-parallel, then the minimum of f can obtained 
in linear time. This includes as special case the maximum stable set problem in 
series-parallel graphs that has been solved in [2]. Let us remark that the restriction 
for G(Q) of being planar would already give an NP-hard problem. 
We will reduce the problem to a max-cut problem in a graph not contractible to 
K s, that has been solved in [1]. 
We will finish this section giving some graph-theoretic definitions. 
We denote a graph by G=(V,E),  where Vis the vertex set and E the edge set of 
G. If e ~ E is an edge with extremities i and j we also write ij to denote the edge e. 
If W_c V, the subgraph induced by W is the graph H= (W, F) such that ij ~ F if and 
only if i j~E  and {i,j} c_ W. For u~ V, G \  u will denote the subgraph induced by 
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V\  {o}. If Wc_ V, J (W) is the set of edges with one extremity in W and the other 
in V \  W; J (W) is called a cut. Given a set of edge weights cije IR for all i j eE ,  the 
problem of finding a cut J (W) such that its weight c( J (W))= ~ {cij:i j ~ J(W)} is as 
large as possible is called the max-cut problem. Given two sets A and B, included 
in E such that A NB=O, fl(A,B, G) will denote the weight of a cut J(W) such that 
A c_ J(W), BN J (W)= 0 and c(J(W)) is as large as possible. We write fl(G) instead 
of 1~(0, 0, G). The complete graph with n vertices is denoted by Kn. A graph G is 
contractible to G', if G'  can be obtained from G by a sequence of elementary con- 
tractions, in which two adjacent vertices are identified, and all other adjacencies 
between vertices are preserved (multiple edges arising from the identification being 
replaced by single edges). A graph is called series-parallel if it is not contractible 
to g 4. 
2. Reduction to a max cut problem 
The equivalence between quadratic 0-1 optimization and the max-cut problem 
has been pointed out in [7], see also [10] and [9]. 
In order to show the topology of the resulting graph we shall present his reduc- 
tion here. 
Given 
n--I n 
f (x)  = ~_, E qijxixj-t- ~ CiXi, X E {0, 1 } n, 
i=! j= i+l  i=l 
let us define si= 2x i -  1. Finding the minimum of f is equivalent o finding the 
minimum of 
n- I  n 
g(s) = ~, ~., qbsisj + c[si, 
i=l j= i+ l  i=l 
where , _ i n qij - Tqij, and cl = ½ci + ~,j = i qij, and si e { - 1, 1 }, for 1 _ i___ n. 
Let us add one more variable, So, and let h be 
n- I  n n 
h(s)= ~ ~ qbsisj+ ~ C/SoS i,
i=1 j= i+ l  i=1 
with sic {-  1, 1} for O<_i<_n. 
Since h( - s) = h(s) it is clear that finding the minimum of g is equivalent to finding 
the minimum of h. 
We can write 
n- I  n 
h (s )  = ~ ~ Wi jS iS j ,  
i=o j=i+ 1 
where wij = qlj for 1 <_ i <j_< n, and Woj = c j ,  for 1 _<j_< n. 
Given an assignment of values to the variables {si}, 
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his)= Y. {wij:si=sj}- E {wij:si= 
n I1 
= ~, ~ wi j -2S ,{wi j : s i=-s j} .  
i=O j= l  
Hence finding the minimum of h is equivalent to finding an assignment of values 
to the variables {si} that maximizes 
E {Wij:Si: --Sj}. 
This is equivalent to finding a maximum weighted cut in the graph H= (U,F), 
where U= {0,1, ..., n}, and ij~F~*wi~:#O. 
Actually, the graph H can be obtained by adding one universal vertex to the graph 
G(Q), (a vertex is called universal if it is adjacent o all the other vertices). If G(Q) 
is series-parallel, then H is not contractible to K 5. 
3. A linear time algorithm 
In [1] we presented an O(n 4) algorithm to solve the max-cut problem in a graph 
with n nodes and not contractible to Ks. 
In the present case we have a graph H= (U, F) that has a vertex u such that H \ u 
is series-parallel. We shall show that in this case the algorithm of [1] has a com- 
puting time that is linear in the size of H. 
We shall use the property that a series-parallel graph has a vertex of degree d_< 2, 
[4, 51. 
For every vertex o in H \ u we compute its degree do in H \ u, and put in a list 
L all the vertices o with d o < 2. This can be done in linear time. 
If the present graph has three nodes, the problem is solved by enumeration. 
Otherwise, choose a vertex o in L. 
Case 1. If do=2, let y and z be the vertices adjacent to o in H \  u. We assume that 
H contains the edges uy, uz, and yz, if not we add them with weight zero. A cut 
contains 0 or 2 of these edges. 
Let G be the subgraph of H induced by { u, o, y, z} with edge weights the same as 
in H. 
The max-cut problem is solved recursively in H '= H \ o where all the edge weights 
are taken the same as for H, except for uy, uz and yz which are redefined as follows. 
Wuz= ½LS({uy, uz},fJ, G) + ]/({ uz, yz},O, G)-•({uy, yz},O, G) 
-,8(fJ, {uy, uz, yz}, G)], 
Wuy = ½t]/({ uy, uz}, O, G) + ~8( {uy, yz}, 0, G) - ,8({ uz, yz}, O, G) 
- B(o, {uy, uz, yz},  G)], 
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W~z: ½[fl({ uy, YZ},fJ, G) + fl({uz, yz},O, G)-fl({uy, uz},O, G) 
-,8(0, { uy, uz, yz}, G)]. 
This is the solution of the system of equations: 
Wuz+ Wuy = fl({uy, uz},O, G)-fl(O, {uy, uz, yz}, O), 
+ W z=#C{uy, yz},O, {uy, yz}, c), 
Wuz + Wyz= fl({uz, yz},O, G) -  t~(O, {uy, uz, yz}, G). 
Then it is clear f l(H)=fl(H')+B(O, {uy, uz, yz}, G). The optimum cut in H '  is ex- 
tended to an optimum cut in H by taking the appropiate cut in G. 
We set dy~dy - 1, dz~d z -  1, if dy<_2 we include y in L, and if dz<2 we include 
z inL .  
Case 2. If do = 1, let y be the vertex adjacent o o in H \ u. Let G be the subgraph 
of H induced by {u, o, y}. We take in G the same weights as for H. In H'=H\  o 
we redefine only the weight of uy as 
Wuy= i~({uy},O, G) -  fl(O, {uy}, G). 
Then fl(H)=~(H') + p(O, {uy}, G). 
We set dy~dy-  1, and if dy<_2 we include y in L. 
Case 3. If do = O, the problem is solved independently in H'=H\  o and in the 
subgraph induced by {u, o}. 
In any of these cases we set L~-L \ {o} and continue. 
If n is the order of H, the work needed by this algorithm is bounded by O(n). 
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